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Pdf free E30 m50 swap guide
(Download Only)
major components you can use any m50 s50 m52 or s52 for this swap you
can also use the e30 transmissions getrag 240 or 260 both 5 speed or
any e36 transmission getrag 250 5 speed zf 320 5 speed euro 6 speed
you can use an e46 m3 6 speed transmission as well this article about
swapping an m50 m52 s50 or s52 engine into your e30 here you will find
important information on how to make this swap reliable fully
functional we even offer a detailed wiring chart recently i picked up
a 95 318is with a blown engine so i took this opportunity to create
this build thread as replacing a blown m42 is silly when an m50 swap
won t cost much more this write up outlines required parts for
swapping an obd1 1992 1995 e36 318i 318is to an obd1 m50tu it seems
more and more people are becoming serious with the dohc m50 s50 engine
swaps rather than just throwing a whim of a dream they had onto the
forums this is some very helpfull info that i saved a few months ago
from chuck waits what engine should you use for your swap m50 m52 s50
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s52 what type of transmission which clutch so many questions let s
take a look at what you need in the final episode we look into which
ecu to use and talk about wiring subscribe to the channel youtube com
channel ucrgmddr iqwjp7uznjk2cmq s 24 3k subscribers 159 18k views 5
years ago e30 m50 m52 swap guide radiators radiator hoses cooling fans
cooling fan switches let s look at what you need napa radiator hose
8484 m50 manifold swap injector options easy access repairs ive
rounded up nearly all the parts for the m50 swap just waiting on my tb
adapter kit and silicone hoses question is what injectors are you guys
running on the m54b30 with the m50 manifold the later 3 series engines
the m50 and s50 family are easy to swap into an e30 this car has an
s50 from a pre 1996 e36 m3 luckily for bmw enthusiasts the company has
used only a few different bellhousing bolt patterns and engine mount
locations over the years how to m50 manifold swap an m52 engine m50b25
intake conversion guide for m52b28 swapped e30 053 here are links to
things i used in this video creation motorsport m50 inlet swap by
utilising a more modern engine management system the m5x generation of
engines provide superior throttle response better fuel economy and
most importantly great lashings of torque lower down the rev range
they re also a relatively simple swap too the m5x swap is a common
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engine to swap into the e30 chassis these videos will guide you
through the parts you need and lots of pro tips and recommendations to
make your swap go smoothly if you plan on swapping in a 24 valve
engine into your e30 our plug and play harness adapters are the
easiest way to go installation instructions included extra wire for
mpg extra wire for tachometer signal extra wire for vehicle speed
signal sensors are not included included options overall love this car
first youtube drive of the m50 swapped e30 i give my first impressions
of the swap and talk about it also pov driving clips of ripping it the
original provider of the most economically complete silicone hose m50
manifold conversion kit on the market the m50 m52tu m54 intake
manifold swap revisited updated sep 20 2021 the m50 intake is
legendary for its air flow capabilities which let engines rev freely
past the factory manifold choke points extending the powerband all the
way to redline the m50 swap is a much more common and documented
procedure so you got that going for you even then there is a brake
booster fitment problem to solve trans brace engine mount and an
angled shifter selector just to name a few custom fabricated points 1
fab room and brackets for engine tranny you ll probably want to use
e34 m50 oil pan dip stick and oilpump pick up as with e30 m50 swaps 2
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dme ms42 or ms43 are doable these days if you want to go with oe and
then there are aftermarket ecus the only reason i would swap a m50
into my car would be in hopes of swapping in a z3 2 8 w cams later i
dont think i would pay more than 500 for an m50 though that s about
right



e30 dohc swap basics m50 m52 m52 and s50
garagistic May 08 2024
major components you can use any m50 s50 m52 or s52 for this swap you
can also use the e30 transmissions getrag 240 or 260 both 5 speed or
any e36 transmission getrag 250 5 speed zf 320 5 speed euro 6 speed
you can use an e46 m3 6 speed transmission as well

bmw e30 m50 swap instructions with wiring chart
rm european Apr 07 2024
this article about swapping an m50 m52 s50 or s52 engine into your e30
here you will find important information on how to make this swap
reliable fully functional we even offer a detailed wiring chart

e36 318is budget build and basic guide to an



m50 swap Mar 06 2024
recently i picked up a 95 318is with a blown engine so i took this
opportunity to create this build thread as replacing a blown m42 is
silly when an m50 swap won t cost much more this write up outlines
required parts for swapping an obd1 1992 1995 e36 318i 318is to an
obd1 m50tu

the comprehensive dohc engine swap thread
r3vlimited forums Feb 05 2024
it seems more and more people are becoming serious with the dohc m50
s50 engine swaps rather than just throwing a whim of a dream they had
onto the forums this is some very helpfull info that i saved a few
months ago from chuck waits



ep 2 engine drivetrain e30 m50 m52 swap guide
youtube Jan 04 2024
what engine should you use for your swap m50 m52 s50 s52 what type of
transmission which clutch so many questions let s take a look at what
you need

ep 6 ecu wiring m50 m52 e30 swap guide youtube
Dec 03 2023
in the final episode we look into which ecu to use and talk about
wiring subscribe to the channel youtube com channel ucrgmddr
iqwjp7uznjk2cmq s

ep 3 cooling e30 m50 m52 swap guide youtube Nov



02 2023
24 3k subscribers 159 18k views 5 years ago e30 m50 m52 swap guide
radiators radiator hoses cooling fans cooling fan switches let s look
at what you need napa radiator hose 8484

m50 manifold swap injector options easy access
repairs Oct 01 2023
m50 manifold swap injector options easy access repairs ive rounded up
nearly all the parts for the m50 swap just waiting on my tb adapter
kit and silicone hoses question is what injectors are you guys running
on the m54b30 with the m50 manifold

bmw e30 engine swap instructional guide cartech
Aug 31 2023
the later 3 series engines the m50 and s50 family are easy to swap



into an e30 this car has an s50 from a pre 1996 e36 m3 luckily for bmw
enthusiasts the company has used only a few different bellhousing bolt
patterns and engine mount locations over the years

how to m50 manifold swap an m52 engine m50b25
intake Jul 30 2023
how to m50 manifold swap an m52 engine m50b25 intake conversion guide
for m52b28 swapped e30 053 here are links to things i used in this
video creation motorsport m50 inlet swap

engine swap m5x e30 zone wiki Jun 28 2023
by utilising a more modern engine management system the m5x generation
of engines provide superior throttle response better fuel economy and
most importantly great lashings of torque lower down the rev range
they re also a relatively simple swap too



ep 1 overview e30 m50 m52 swap guide youtube
May 28 2023
the m5x swap is a common engine to swap into the e30 chassis these
videos will guide you through the parts you need and lots of pro tips
and recommendations to make your swap go smoothly

e30 m50 s50 m52 s52 swap wiring harness adapter
Apr 26 2023
if you plan on swapping in a 24 valve engine into your e30 our plug
and play harness adapters are the easiest way to go installation
instructions included extra wire for mpg extra wire for tachometer
signal extra wire for vehicle speed signal sensors are not included
included options



m50 e30 first impressions was the swap worth it
pov Mar 26 2023
overall love this car first youtube drive of the m50 swapped e30 i
give my first impressions of the swap and talk about it also pov
driving clips of ripping it

m50 manifold conversion Feb 22 2023
the original provider of the most economically complete silicone hose
m50 manifold conversion kit on the market

the m50 m52tu m54 intake manifold swap
revisited Jan 24 2023
the m50 m52tu m54 intake manifold swap revisited updated sep 20 2021
the m50 intake is legendary for its air flow capabilities which let
engines rev freely past the factory manifold choke points extending



the powerband all the way to redline

m50 swap r e30 reddit Dec 23 2022
the m50 swap is a much more common and documented procedure so you got
that going for you even then there is a brake booster fitment problem
to solve trans brace engine mount and an angled shifter selector just
to name a few custom fabricated points

m50 swap bmw 2002 and other 02 Nov 21 2022
1 fab room and brackets for engine tranny you ll probably want to use
e34 m50 oil pan dip stick and oilpump pick up as with e30 m50 swaps 2
dme ms42 or ms43 are doable these days if you want to go with oe and
then there are aftermarket ecus

is a m50 swap worth it r3vlimited forums Oct 21



2022
the only reason i would swap a m50 into my car would be in hopes of
swapping in a z3 2 8 w cams later i dont think i would pay more than
500 for an m50 though that s about right
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